
Premium Tractor-Trailer Connection Systems



3-IN-1 KITS DESIGNED FOR  
HIGH-PERFORMANCE FLEETS

Tramec Sloan’s Series 3 FleetSet features 
upgrades that fleets demand and delivers 
performance that fleets deserve.
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FleetSets are a complete air & electric tractor-trailer connection system  
that maximizes braking performance and lowers life-cycle costs. 

Easy installation right out of the box! FleetSets are packaged in a 
premium, easy-to-carry retail display box which includes all the 
components for a quick tractor-to-trailer connection:

  Premium 3-in-1 Spiral Wrap: 
 - Red & Blue Hoses  
 - Sonogrip® ABS Cable 
 - Anodized Gladhands  
 - X31G Hose Grips

  X31C Wide Body Clamp  (2x)

   X31HT Tender Spring (2x)

5-YEAR WARRANTY
The FleetSet Series 3 features a 5-Year Limited Warrany for  
parts & workmanship. Visit hd.tramec.com/terms for full details



PREMIUM WRAP FEATURES:

1. ANODIZED GLADHANDS
Featuring anodized bodies with stainless steel 

hardware and poly seals, these gladhands offer 
superior corrosion & salt spray resistance in  

the most extreme weather conditions

2. X31G HOSE GRIPS
Tramec Sloan’s solution to prevent  
hose kinks, these flexible, oversized  

grips are ergonomically designed with  
the driver in mind. Optimized grip  

size maximizes connection leverage.

 3. SONOGRIP® ABS CABLE
For ultimate performance, choose  

Tramec Sloan’s Sonogrip®. Designed for  
long-lasting, corrosion-free connections,  

the solid-molded plug body prevents  
moisture ingression and ultrasonic welded  
terminals secure critical connection points  

for the long-haul. The uniquely angled  
“pistol-grip” design reduces cable stress,  

a critical need to extend cable life. 

4. SPRIAL WRAPPED LINES 
Spiral wrapped hoses and cable are protected 

from chafing and other damage while being kept 
organized and tangle free. Plus, red and blue  

hoses make lines instantly identifiable.
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BEST-IN-CLASS  
SUPPORT SYSTEM:

X31C WIDE BODY CLAMP 
This heavy duty clamp for 3-in-1s was designed for 
durability and ease of use. No tools are required for 
this 100% corrosion-free clamp. Made in the USA!

X31HT HIGH TENSION SPRING 

An industry first, Tramec Sloan’s new X31HT 
tender spring provides superior support for  
heavier lines. Our robust design ensures the  
spring will always “snap-back” from tight turns 
and prevents “sag and snag” failures. 



Tramec Sloan has been manufacturing 
high quality truck & trailer components  

in the U.S. for over 50 years.

We’re proud to be a top OEM and  
Aftermarket choice for our air brake,  

electrical, and brass components.
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